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Abstract: We demonstrate a hybrid dual-stage nonlinear compression scheme, which allows
the temporal compression of 330 fs-pulses down to 6.8 fs-pulses, with an overall transmission
of 61%. This high transmission is obtained by using a first compression stage based on a gasfilled multipass cell, and a second stage based on a large-core gas-filled capillary. The source
output is fully characterized in terms of spectral, temporal, spatial, and short- and long-term
stability properties. The system’s compactness, stability, and high average power makes it
ideally suited to drive high photon flux XUV sources through high harmonic generation.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Few-cycle laser sources are the subject of intense research efforts worldwide since they allow
efficient high-harmonic generation (HHG) and the emission of isolated attosecond pulses.
This results in compact and highly coherent radiation sources in the extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) and soft X-ray ranges, with a rapidly increasing number of scientific and industrial
applications such as ultrafast spectroscopy, nanoscale imaging, and attosecond science [1–3].
Laser sources based on titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Sa) have, for a long time, been almost
exclusively used to drive the HHG process and to pioneer attosecond physics. The pulse
duration typically available from such lasers is 25 fs, so that a single stage of nonlinear
compression in a gas-filled capillary result in few-cycle pulses [4]. Despite extraordinary
material properties such as gain bandwidth and thermal conductivity, Ti:Sa systems suffer
from the short upper state lifetime, their large quantum defect and the fact that they must be
pumped with high brightness green lasers. This limits the efficiency, output average power,
and prevents repetition rate scaling to drive strong field physics experiments.
Laser physicists have been working on more efficient and power scalable ultrafast sources
for strong field physics for over a decade. In particular, optical parametric chirped pulse
amplifier systems appear as a particularly promising solution [5,6], since they can deliver
extremely short pulses in various wavelength ranges and are less impacted by thermal effects
because they are based on a non-resonant nonlinear process. However, in order to obtain good
spatial and temporal quality, the energy transfer from the pump to the signal is around 10%,
so that the pump laser energy must be scaled accordingly, with stringent requirements in
terms of spatial and temporal quality.
Currently, the most mature and powerful ultrafast source technology is undoubtedly
ytterbium-based systems, with average power levels beyond 1 kW [7–9] and numerous
industrial applications. These lasers have been used to drive the HHG process as early as
2009 [10], but the long pulse duration delivered by these sources (300 fs – 2 ps) limits their
relevance to this application field. Therefore, nonlinear compression setups have been used
successfully to reduce the pulse duration and obtain XUV photon flux among the highest ever
reported for HHG-based sources [11]. However, to reach sub-3 cycles regime (< 10 fs at 1030
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nm), which is typically required in combination with gating techniques to obtain isolated
attosecond pulses, two stages of compression must usually be implemented [12]. This reduces
the energy efficiency of Yb-based systems dedicated to attosecond physics.
In this article, we describe a two-stage nonlinear compression setup that provides enough
compression ratio to reach sub-10 fs pulse duration from a high-energy ytterbium-doped fiber
amplifier (YDFA) laser, while ensuring the highest transmission (61%) ever reported for two
cascaded stages. This results in the generation of 6.8 fs, 140 µJ pulses at 150 kHz repetition
rate, corresponding to 21 W average power. These performances are achieved by combining
two nonlinear compression technologies, first a gas-filled multipass cell, and second a large
diameter-core capillary. The described laser system is robust, compact, and power efficient,
making it an ideal driver laser for application-ready high flux XUV and attosecond sources.
2. Rationale
Gas-filled capillaries are the most widespread nonlinear media used to temporally compress
femtosecond pulses with energies above 100 µJ. Propagation in this lossy waveguide imparts
spectral broadening through the self-phase modulation (SPM) effect along with a frequency
chirp that can be removed by dispersive optics at the output of the capillary. The capillary
diameter choice is bounded by two phenomena: it should be large enough to avoid significant
ionization of the gas, and small enough to induce sufficient SPM, which directly translates to
the compression ratio. The gas nature and pressure inside the capillary is limited by the
threshold for self-focusing, which does not depend on the diameter. Moreover, for practical
reasons and to ensure a reasonable footprint, the capillary length is often of the order of 1 m.
As a consequence, for pulse durations of 300 fs and energies between 100 µJ and 1 mJ, as is
standard at the output of YDFA systems, a capillary diameter of 250 µm is often used to
obtain a compression ratio around 10. In a laboratory environment where longer capillaries
with larger diameters can be used, a recent experiment demonstrates a compression ratio of
33 in a 6-m-long 500-µm-diameter capillary with a transmission of 70% [13].
On the other hand, the losses introduced by a capillary are related to two parameters: the
spatial quality of the input laser, which determines the fraction of energy that can be coupled
to the fundamental mode exhibiting the lowest losses, and the ratio of diameter to central
wavelength, which determines the losses of each capillary mode. YDFA systems often exhibit
close-to-perfect spatial quality, so that the losses are dominated by the capillary losses.
Experimentally obtained transmission factors for such setups at the output of YDFA are in the
range of 60% (single stage) to 30% (dual-stage) [12,14].
To increase this transmission, and allow energy scaling of compression setups, a recently
demonstrated technique consists in propagating the pulses to be compressed in a multipass
cell (MPC) that includes a nonlinear medium [15]. The MPC is formed by an arrangement of
concave mirrors and the input beam is matched to the stationary beam in the cell. As it
propagates through a large number of roundtrips, the input pulse is periodically focused. If the
nonlinearity per roundtrip is kept sufficiently small, the spatial Kerr effect is redistributed
over the whole beam, ensuring high spatial quality at the output, despite a possibly large
accumulated temporal B-integral [16]. This technique can be considered as an extension of
multi-plate setups [17–19] with a distribution of the nonlinearity over tens of passes in the
material instead of few, inducing a better output spatial quality and allowing higher
compression factors. Compared to capillaries, this technique provides several additional
degrees of freedom in terms of geometry, nonlinear material used (solid [15,20] or gas
[21,22]), and spectral phase control through the mirror coatings. The most obvious
improvement is that, using commercially available mirrors, the transmission of the cell is
above 90% in all reported demonstrations. One drawback of cell-based setups to reach very
short pulse durations, however, is that the pulses undergo a large number of reflections on the
cell mirrors (several tens), so that spectral phase aberrations induced by the mirrors are
magnified. The design requirements on the mirrors in terms of bandwidth, spectral phase
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control, reflecctivity, and dam
mage threshold
d, are more annd more difficuult to meet as the pulse
duration decreeases and the energy
e
increasees.
We thereffore propose a hybrid two-sttage compressiion setup desiggn that first usses a gasfilled MPC to
o take advantaage of its large transmissionn. This stage aallows compreessing the
YDFA outputt to around 40 fs, correspond
ding to a comppression ratio oof 8, with an eefficiency
as high as 85%
%. The corresp
ponding opticall bandwidth is narrow enoughh to relax the cconstraint
on the MPC mirror design
n. At the output of this firsst stage the peeak power is increased
put, allowing the use of a second stage based on a laarge core
compared to the laser outp
diameter capiillary of 400 µm, which increases the transsmission of thiis second stagee to 72%.
The use of a capillary for th
he second stag
ge also alleviatees the problem
m of extreme bbandwidth
f the MPC mirror. These tw
wo techniques aare therefore peerfectly compllementary
requirement for
and allow acccess to the few
w-cycle regimee from Yb-bassed lasers withh a record efficciency of
61%.
3. Experime
ental setup
The experimeental setup is sk
ketched in Fig
g. 1 and fits in a footprint of 1.8 m × 1.0 m
m. It starts
with an YDF
FA source thaat delivers 33
30 fs 225 µJ pulses at 150 kHz repetittion rate,
corresponding
g to an averag
ge power of 34
4 W. The M2 beam quality factor measurred at the
output of the laser is 1.4 × 1.2. The pulse temporal proofile and specttrum, measuredd using a
onic frequency
y resolved optiical gating (FR
ROG) apparatuus, are shown in Fig. 2
second-harmo
along with thee collimated beeam spatial pro
ofile.

Fig. 1. Experimen
ntal setup of the hy
ybrid, two-stage nnonlinear compresssion source.

The beam
m is sent to the first stage of nonlinear com
mpression baseed on a gas-fillled MPC,
which is similar to the one described in [2
21]. Mode-mattching to the sstationary MPC
C beam is
achieved usin
ng an arrangem
ment of lenses. The beam is ccoupled in andd out of the cavvity using
small plane rectangular mirrrors located in
n front of the cell mirrors. T
These are two identical
n (GDD) mirrrors with a diiameter of 2 iinches and a radius of
low-group deelay dispersion
curvature 300
0 mm, separatted by 450 mm
m, inside a prressure chambber filled with 5 bar of
argon. The staationary beam has a 1/e2 rad
dius of 206 µm
m at the MPC w
waist, expandinng to 412
µm on the MPC
M
mirrors. The
T in- and ou
ut-coupling miirrors are alignned for the beam to go
through 27 ro
oundtrips, correesponding to a total propagattion length of 224.3 m inside tthe MPC.
The nonlineaar index of th
he gas at this pressure leveel is n2 = 4.665 × 10−23 m2/W [23],
corresponding
g to a self-foccusing thresho
old of 2.8 GW
W, well above the input peaak power
estimated to be
b 540 MW. At
A the output of
o the MPC, ddispersive mirrrors are inserteed with a
total GDD of −4900 fs2.
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Fig. 2.
2 Measured (a) and
a retrieved (b) FROG
F
traces at thhe output of the YDFA. Temporall
profilee (c, far-field spatiial profile in inset)) and spectral intennsity and phase (d)).

The beam
m is then sent to the second
d nonlinear com
mpression stagge based on a 400 µm
diameter 1 m-long
m
capillary
y filled with 500
5 mbar of X
Xenon. A f = 4400 mm lens iis used to
focus the beaam at the inpu
ut facet of the capillary. Thee correspondinng nonlinear inndex and
critical powerr are n2 = 2.5 × 10−23 m2/W
W [23] and 5.3 GW respectivvely, with an eestimated
peak power att the input of th
he capillary off 3.5 GW. The output beam is finally collim
mated and
2
sent to a pair of chirped miirrors introducing a total GD
DD of −300 fs . An additional pair of
ning the comprression.
CaF2 wedges allows fine tun
4. First stag
ge: multi-pas
ss cell
Figure 3 sho
ows the experimental results obtained at the output oof the first MP
PC-based
nonlinear com
mpression stagee, including a FROG
F
charactterization and ccollimated beaam profile
at the output. The spectrum is broadened, with a −10 dB
B bandwidth off 65 nm, while the pulse
d to 43 fs. Thiis moderate co
ompression rattio allows exceellent temporaal quality,
is compressed
with a Fourier transform-lim
mited (FTL) pu
ulse duration oof 40 fs, and a ttemporal Strehhl ratio of
87%.
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Fig. 3.
3 Measured (a) an
nd retrieved (b) FR
ROG traces at the output of the MPC
C stage. Temporall
profilee (c) (far-field spaatial profile in insett) and spectral inteensity and phase (dd).

The spatiaal quality at the output is also excellent, w ith measured M2 factors of 11.2 × 1.2.
This slight im
mprovement over
o
the input beam quality is observed iin a reproduciible way,
which deserv
ves future detaailed investigaations. The tottal transmissioon of this com
mpression
stage, includin
ng mode-matching optics and
d dispersive m
mirrors, is 85%. The compressed pulse
energy is therrefore 190 µJ, corresponding
c
to an average ppower of 28.7 W.

Fig. 4.
4 Additional characterization at thee output of the MP
PC. (a) Beam cauustic measurementt
along two orthogonal axes. (b) Beam position stability measurement. (cc) Beam pointingg
stabiliity measurement.

At this inttermediate stag
ge, the stability
y properties arre essential. Inddeed, intensityy or beam
pointing insttabilities coulld be exacerb
bated by thee second cappillary-based nnonlinear
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compression stage. We theerefore thoroug
ghly characteriized these prooperties (with a special
r
intensity noise in section 6). As shoown in Fig. 4, tthe RMS beam
m pointing
emphasis on relative
stability over 1h is 13 µrad, and the beam position stabillity is 24 µm oover 20 min, foor a beam
hese excellent stability propeerties allow us to use it confiidently as
diameter of 2 mm at 1/e2. Th
he second capilllary-based stag
ge.
the input to th
5. Second stage:
s
large-d
diameter cap
pillary
Figure 5 show
ws the temporaal and spectral characterizatioon at the outpuut of the capillaary stage,
performed ussing a d-scan apparatus
a
[24]] (Sphere Phottonics) designeed for measurrement of
pulsewidths down
d
to 4 fs. Spectral
S
broadeening induced bby xenon geneerates content eextending
from 800 to 1200
1
nm, with
h a −10 dB ban
ndwidth of 4300 nm. The d-sccan RMS error is 2.1%
and the measu
ured compresssed pulsewidth
h is 6.8 fs, corrresponding to two optical cyycles at a
central wavelength of 1030 nm. The FTL pulsewidth is 5.9 fs and the temporal Strehhl ratio is
%. The transm
mission of the capillary
c
stage,, including moode-matching ooptics and
as high as 69%
chirped mirro
ors, is 72%, an
nd the overall transmission from the laserr to the 2-optiical cycle
pulse is 61%.. Taking into account
a
the meeasured opticall-to-optical effficiency of 46%
% for the
laser source (iincluding the grating
g
compreessor), the pow
wer amplifier puump diode-to-ffew cycle
beam efficien
ncy is 28%, prrobably the mo
ost efficient feew-cycle sourcce ever reporteed. As an
example, simiilar efficienciees are estimated
d to be below 55% and 14% ffor state-of-thee-art nearinfrared OPCPA systems [6
6] or cascaded capillaries settups at 1030 nm
m [12]. As a rresult, the
pulse energy at
a the output iss 140 µJ, corressponding to ann average poweer of 21 W.

Fig. 5.
5 Measured (a) and
a retrieved (b) d-scan traces at the output of thhe capillary stage.
Temporal profile (c) (faar-field spatial proffile in inset) and sppectral intensity annd phase (d).

Spatial ch
haracterization of the compreessed output iss shown in Figg. 6. As expectted at the
output of a caapillary, the mo
ode profile is very
v
clean, and the M2 factorss are measuredd to be 1.2
× 1.2. Note that
t
this measu
urement is maade with a siliccon-based cam
mera and filterrs out the
spectral conteent above 1.1 µm.
µ We also performed
p
M2 measurement using an InGaaAs CCD
camera that reeveals similar results.
r
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Fig. 6.
6 Additional charracterization at th
he output of the ccapillary. (a) Cauustic measurementt
along two orthogonal ax
xes. (b) Long-term
m power stability m
measurement at 21 W average powerr
(inset: 0.5 W zoom arou
und mean average power). (c) Beam
m pointing stability measurement.

At the ou
utput, stability properties aree often an impportant aspectt, in particularr to drive
highly nonlin
near processes such as HHG.. Thus, we chaaracterize the output beam llong term
stability in terms of beam pointing
p
and average power.. These resultss are reported iin Fig. 6.
µ over more than 2 hours, correspondingg to beam
The RMS beaam pointing deeviation is 37 µm
deviations of less than 2% of
o the beam diaameter. A long--term power sttability of the ffew-cycle
source is plottted in Fig. 6 over 12 hours with a mean average poweer of 21 W andd a RMS
deviation of 0.3%,
0
showing that the sourcee is undoubteddly well-suited to perform lonng runs of
applications experiment.
e

Fig. 7.
7 (a) Broadest sp
pectrum generated
d at the capillary output. (b) Correesponding Fourierr
transfform limited tempo
oral profile.

We also in
ncrease the xen
non pressure to
o generate the broadest posssible spectrum.. We thus
increase the pressure
p
to 700 mbar, close to
o the critical prressure. At thiss pressure, the spectrum
expands beyo
ond the chirped mirrors refleectivity bandw
width and cannnot be compressed. We
measure the spectral
s
profilee by removing
g the compresssor (see Fig. 77), showing a spectrum
spanning morre than 1 octave, from 600 nm
m to 1400 nm. The corresponnding Fourier ttransform
limit of this sp
pectrum showss that sub-2 cyccles pulses couuld be generateed with such seetup.
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6. Relative intensity nois
se
We now focu
us on relative intensity noise (RIN) meassurements alonng the system. For that
purpose, RIN
N measurementts are done using a fast phootodiode and a low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequen
ncy of 50 kHz to remove harrmonics of the repetition ratee (150 kHz). T
The signal
is acquired ussing a digital oscilloscope and
d a fast Fourierr transform is pperformed to oobtain the
RIN power sp
pectral density.

Fig. 8.
8 Relative intensitty noise power speectral density (a) aand integrated RIN
N (b) measurementt
throug
ghout the system.

The RIN power
p
spectrall densities meaasured at differrent points in thhe system are shown in
Fig. 8 in the frequency
f
rang
ge from 5 Hz to
o 50 kHz. At tthe output of thhe MPC, the tootal RMS
RIN (integrated over 5 Hz to
t 50 kHz) is 0.21%,
0
to be ccompared with 0.18% at the output of
the laser. Thiss shows propag
gation in the MPC
M does not bbring additionaal noise contribbutions in
this frequency
y range.
At the ou
utput of the cap
pillary, the tottal RMS RIN (integrated ovver 5 Hz to 500 kHz) is
0.2%. Noise properties are thus dominateed by the pum
mp laser drivinng the nonlineaar stages.
mpatibility witth CEP stabiliization, where intensity
These results also show thee system’s com
unt to reduce amplitude-to-ph
a
hase noise trannsfer mechanisms [25].
noise propertiies are paramou
7. Conclusio
on
To summarizze, we demonstrate a two-ccycle-source bbased on a higgh-energy fem
mtosecond
YDFA follow
wed by a hybrrid two-stage nonlinear
n
com
mpression setupp. The associaation of a
MPC-based sttage and large--diameter capilllary stage provvides a compreession factor oof 48 with
an overall traansmission of 61%. This so
ource is, to thhe best of ourr knowledge, the most
efficient few cycle high eneergy and high repetition
r
rate laser demonsttrated to date. It is very
h an overall foo
otprint of 1.8 m × 1.0 m andd provides a sttable train of ffew-cycle
compact with
pulses at a ceentral waveleng
gth of 1030 nm
m over hours. T
The delivered 6.8 fs 140 µJ pulses at
150 kHz repeetition rate (21
1 W average power)
p
are ideeally suited to drive high-photon flux
XUV sources [26] through HHG.
H
This arcchitecture is alsso fully scalabble since the usse of both
multipass cellls and capillariies has been demonstrated att average pow
wer and energiees beyond
respectively 100
1 W [12,15] and 1 mJ [22]]. We believe tthat future impplementation oof carrierenvelope phaase stabilizatio
on on such lasser systems w
will considerabbly expand thee field of
attosecond ph
hysics.
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